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Abstract. The quaternionic operator calculus can be applied very elegantly to solve many im-
portant boundary value problems arising in fluid dynamics and electrodynamics in an analytic
way. In order to apply the quaternionic operator calculus to solve these types of boundary value
problems fully explicitly, one has to evaluate two types of integral operators: the Teodorescu
operator and the quaternionic Bergman projector. While the integral kernel of the Teodorescu
transform is universal for all domains, the kernel function of the Bergman projector, called the
Bergman kernel, depends on the geometry of the domain. Recently the theory of quaternionic
holomorphic multiperiodic functions and automorphic forms provided new impulses to set up
explicit representation formulas for large classes of hyperbolic polyhedron type domains. These
include block shaped domains, wedge shaped domains (with or without additional rectangular
restrictions) and circular symmetric finite and infinite cylinders as particular subcases. In this
talk we want to give an overview over the recent developments in this direction.
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Complex analysis methods have been successfully applied in the treatment of many 2D-
boundary value problems. The possibility of describing mappings from R2 to R2 that satisfy the
two-dimensional Riesz system as functions in one single complex variable offers very elegant
and very explicit solution strategies. In view of the three-dimensional nature of many problems
from Engineering we are motivated to look for analogues of complex function theory in higher
dimensions. Unfortunately, a direct three-dimensional analogue of the complex number system
does not exist. However, one can embedR3 into the four-dimensional skew field of Hamiltonian
quaternions H. A quaternion is an element of the form x = x0+x := x0+x1e1+x2e2+x3e3
where x0, . . . , x3 are real numbers, and where e1, e2, e3 are the unit vectors from R3. In the
quaternionic setting they play the role of imaginary units, i.e., ei2 = −1 for i = 1, 2, 3. Their
mutual multiplication coincides with the usual vector product, i.e., e1e2 = e3, e2e3 = e1,
e3e1 = e2 and eiej = −ejei for i 6= j. This additional multiplicative structure allows us to
desribe all C1-functions f : R3 → R3 that satisfy both div f = 0 and rot f = 0 equivalently as
null-solutions to the three-dimensional Cauchy-Riemann operatorDx :=
∑3
i=1
∂
∂xi
ei. Applying
the quaternionic multiplication rules, one can represent the Laplace operator inR3 as∆ = −D2.
The four-dimensional fully quaternionic analogue Dx :=
∑3
i=0
∂
∂xi
ei describes the set of the
four time-dependent Maxwell equations in the simple compact form Df = 0, when identifying
the time variable with the real part x0 =: <(x) of the quaternion. The amazing point is that
the null-solutions to the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operators satisfy many generalizations of
classical theorems from complex analysis in the higher dimensional context, cf. e.g. [12]. In
particular, each u ∈ Ker(D)∩C(G,H) is reproduced by the three-dimensional Cauchy integral
(FΓu)(x) :=
1
4pi
∫
Γ
y − x
|y − x|3n(y)u(y)dΓy = u(x), x ∈ G.
Here n(y) denotes the outward unit normal vector at y ∈ Γ = ∂G. The operator D has an
inverse, called the Teodorescu transform. It is defined for all u ∈ C(G,H) by
(TGu)(x) :=
1
4pi
∫
G
y − x
|y − x|3u(y)dV (y).
In fact, supposed that x ∈ G, for all u ∈ C2(G,H) ∩ C(G,H), one has (DTGu)(x) = u(x).
Conversely, all u ∈ C1(G,H) ∩ C(G,H) satisfy (FΓu)(x) + (TGDu)(x) = u(x). For our
purposes we also need the quaternionic Bergman projection. This is the orthogonal projection
from L2(G,H) into L2(G,H)∩ KerD given by
(Pu)(x) =
∫
G
B(x,y)u(y)dV (y), u ∈ L2(G,H),
where B stands for the uniquely defined Bergman kernel function in L2(G,H)∩ Ker D.
These elementary quaternionic operators allow us to express the solutions of many three-
dimensional boundary value problems in a closed form, [4, 5, 12, 13]. As a first concrete
example we want to discuss the following stationary stream problem with free convection:
−∆u+ ρ
η
(u grad) u+
1
η
grad p− γ
η
e3w = −F in G (1)
div u = 0 in G (2)
−∆w + m
κ
(u grad w) =
1
κ
h in G (3)
u = 0, w = 0 on Γ. (4)
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Here, u and p stand for the velocity and the pressure of a flow with constant viscosity η and
density ρ within a domain G. w denotes the temperature, γ the Grasshof number,m the Prandtl
number, κ the number of temperature conductivity and F the external forces. In order to solve
this non-linear boundary value problem, we first express (1)–(4) in the quaternionic setting.
Applying a combination of the quaternionic operators TG and P on these equations, cf. [12],
leads to the following set of equations for u, p and w:
u =
ρ
η
(TG(I − P)TG)[F−<(uD)u+ γ
η
e3w]− 1
η
TG(I − P)p
(<(I − P))p = ρ<(((I − P)TG))[F−<(uD)u+ γ
η
e3w]
w = −m
κ
(TG(I − P)TG)[u grad w] + 1
κ
(TG(I − P)TG)h,
Under the regularity conditions mentioned in Theorem 4.6.8. from [12], the fixed point iteration
un =
ρ
η
(TG(I − P)TG)[F−<(un−1D)un−1 + γ
η
e3wn−1]− 1
η
TG(I − P)pn
(<(I − P))pn = ρ<(((I − P)TG))[F−<(un−1D)un−1 + γ
η
e3wn−1]
wn = −m
κ
(TG(I − P)TG)[un grad wn] + 1
κ
(TG(I − P)TG)h,
converges to a unique solution of the above posed boundary value problem. wn can be computed
by the inner iteration
w(i)n = −
m
κ
(TG(I − P)TG)[un grad w(i−1)n ] +
1
κ
(TG(I − P)TG)h i = 1, 2, . . .
With the same operator calculus we can also treat many other 3D PDE.
To give a second example, we consider the time-harmonic Maxwell equations
div εE = ρ (5)
div µH = 0 (6)
rot φE = grad ε× E (7)
rot µH = µκE+ grad µ×H. (8)
Let σ = ε−1µκ, D = εE,B = µH. The system (5)-(8) can be re-expressed in the quaternionic
calculus in the form
DD = −ρ+ V ec(ε−1grad µD) (9)
DB = σD + V ec(µ−1grad µB). (10)
Let us now impose the boundary condition B = g on Γ and let us assume that ρ ∈ W2,1(G).
Further, let Pσ : L2(G,H)→ L2(G,H) ∩Ker (D− σ) and Qσ = I − Pσ.
Applying similar combinations of TG and Qσ to the previous two equations yields
B = FΓg + [TGPσD]h+ [TGQσTG](−ρ),
where h denotes a sufficiently smooth extension of g into G.
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In order to evaluate these formulas in practice, one has to compute both the Teodorescu
transform TG and the Bergman projection P . The Cauchy kernel appearing in the Teodorescu
transform is universal for all domains in R3. However, for each domain, one has a different
Bergman kernel function whose determination is very difficult in general. As far as we know,
before 2001 explicit formulas were only known for the ball [2], the half-space [6] and circular
annular domains [3]. See also [14, 15].
During the last five years breakthroughs were made in this direction. We managed to set
up explicit and fast converging series expressions for the Bergman kernel for a whole class of
elementary domains by applying a quaternionic version of the reflection principle. Quaternions
allow us to express reflections at spheres and planes in the simple formM〈x〉 = (ax+ b)(cx+
d)−1. If G is a fundamental domain of a discrete orthogonal subgroup Γ generated by the
reflections at spheres and planes, then the Bergman kernel is basically given by a Poincare´ type
series of the form
BG(x,y) =
∑
M∈Γ\{±I}
(−1)γ(M)Dx 1‖cx+ d‖‖M〈x〉 − y‖Dy, (11)
where γ is some properly chosen parity parameter.
Let us discuss some very simple examples. The simplest examples belonging to this class
of domains are arbitrary rectangular domains, parallel strip domains and wedge shaped do-
mains with rational angles. In [7, 8] we obtained explicit formulas for their associated Bergman
reproducing kernel attached to the set of null-solutions to the Dirac operator.
Note that in the context of fluid movements through a domain that has at least one unbounded
direction, we have the existence of at least one flow direction. Therefore, it turns out to be more
convenient to identify here the vector space R3 with the paravector space A3 := R⊕R2 whose
elements are paravectors of the form z := x0 + x1e1 + x2e2 =: x0 + z where the x0-direction
is one of the flow directions and to consider mappings from A3 into the quaternions H. The
Dirac operator in this context has the form D := ∂
∂x0
+
∑2
i=1
∂
∂xi
ei and is often called the
three-dimensional generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator in this particular framework. In the
context of the electro-magnetic field problem both the vector and the paravector formalism can
equally well be applied. To give a unified approach for both types of boundary value problems
we therefore prefer the paravector formalism.
For what follows, let K2 := {1, . . . , k2}. Suppose that w =
∑2
j=0wjej is an arbitrary
paravector. Then one associates to any subset A ⊆ K2 the paravector wA whose components
are defined by (wA)j = (−1)j∈Awj where (−1)j∈A = 1 if j 6∈ A and (−1)j∈A = −1 if
j ∈ A. Next let us abbreviate the Cauchy kernel q0(w − z) by K(z, w) and use the notation
K ′(z, wA) = {K(z, wA)}Dw, which shall be understood in the distributional sense.
Theorem 1. cf. [7] Given a parallel block shaped domain of the form
Rk1,k2 := {z ∈ A3 | 0 < xj < dj, j = 1, . . . , k1, xj > 0, j = k1 + 1, . . . , k2}
where the first k1 sides (0 ≤ k1 ≤ 3) are assumed to be each of finite length d0, . . . , dk1−1, the
sides in the following k2 − k1 dimensions (k1 + 1 ≤ k2 ≤ 3) are semi-infinite and the sides in
the remaining directions are infinite in both directions. Then the associated Bergman kernel is
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given by
B(z, w) =
∑
(n0,...,nk1−1)∈Zk1
 ∑
A⊆K2,A6=∅
(−1)|A|+1(K(z + 2n0d0e0 + . . .+ 2nk1−1dk1−1ek1−1, wA)Dw)
 .
(12)
Next let us consider the fractional wedge domain W defined by the conditions x0 > 0,
<(α1/2zα1/2) < 0, where α = exp(pie1/n). In what follows, by any power αr, r real,
exp(pire1/n) is meant.
Theorem 2. cf. [8] The Bergman kernel for the fractional wedge domainW is given explicitly
by
BW(z, w) = BW,1(z, w)−BW,2(z, w). (13)
Here, BW,1(z, w) stands for the expression
BW,1(z, w) =
n−1∑
p=0
(K(z,−α−pwα−p))Dw = 1
4pi
n−1∑
p=0
Dz
(
1
‖zαp + α−pw‖
)
Dw (14)
BW,2(z, w) stands for
BW,2(z, w) =
n−1∑
p=1
(K(z, α−pwα−p))Dw =
1
4pi
n−1∑
p=1
Dz
(
1
‖zαp − α−pw‖
)
Dw. (15)
By applying the periodization argument as in Theorem 1 we obtain an explicit formula for
such types of wedge shaped domains that have an additional rectangular restriction, i.e. for
infinite pieces of cakes.
Theorem 3. cf. [8] Let W be the wedge shaped domain given in Theorem 2. The Bergman
kernel of the domain W˜ = {x ∈ W : 0 < x2 < d2} has the form
1
4pi
( +∞∑
m2=−∞
n−1∑
p=0
Dz
(
1
‖zαp + α−p(w + 2m2d2e2)‖
)
Dw
−
+∞∑
m2=−∞
n−1∑
p=1
Dz
(
1
‖zαp − α−p(w + 2m2d2e2)‖
)
Dw
−
+∞∑
m2=−∞
n−1∑
p=0
Dz
(
1
‖zαp + α−p(w† + 2m2d2e2)‖
)
Dw
+
+∞∑
m2=−∞
n−1∑
p=1
Dz
(
1
‖zαp − α−p(w† + 2m2d2e2)‖
)
Dw
)
, (16)
where w† = w − 2w2e2, i.e., the result of changing the sign of the w2 component.
Further examples belonging to the class of hyperbolic polyhedron domains arise as higher
dimensional generalizations of fundamental domains of arithmetic subgroups of the classical
modular group SL(2,Z). The boundary of such domains consists of parts of spheres and planes
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that are situated in particular configurations of mutual distances. We refer the interested reader
to our recent paper [10] in which we gave fully explicit representation formulas for the Bergman
kernel of such domains.
A further method to derive formulas for other domains, is to apply Fourier transformation
on the above obtained series expressions. This leads to further explicit formulas of Bergman
kernels for other domains that are linked to the original domains by Fourier transformation. In
particular, for circular cylinder symmetric domains. To give some examples, we recall:
Theorem 4. cf. [9] The Bergman kernel of the infinite cylinder
C = {z ∈ A3 | x21 + x22 = 1}
has the representation
BC(z, w) =
1
2pi
+∞∑
n=0
+∞∫
−∞
Dz
{
‖z‖−nSn(z,w)‖w‖−n
× In(ζ0‖z‖)In(ζ0‖w‖)
ζ0(In(ζ0)In+1(ζ0))
eiζ0(z0−w0)
}
Dwdζ0.
Here,
Sn(z,w) =
1
2pi
[ 1 + zw
‖1 + zw‖2
]
zn
.
Theorem 5. cf. [9] The Bergman kernel of the bounded cylinder
Cd : x21 + x22 = 1, 0 < z0 < d.
is given by
BCd(z, w) = D¯z
( 1
2d
+∞∑
n=0
+∞∑
m=−∞
(ei(pim/d)(z0−w0) − ei(pim/d)(−z0−w0))
×In((pim/d)‖w‖)In((pim/d)‖z‖)‖w‖n‖z‖n
×Kn(pim/d)
In(pim/d)
Pn(z,w)
+
1
4pi
∞∑
m=−∞
1
‖z¯ − 2md+ w‖
)
Dw.
where we used the abbreviation
Pn(z,w) = Sn(z,w)− zSn−1(z,w)w.
Based on the explicit knowledge of the Bergman kernel function, we can evaluate the above
given solution formulas for the fluid dynamic equations as well as the posed Maxwell problem
explicitly.
Current work and perspectives: Currently we are looking at discrete hexagonal Coxeter
groups. An adaptation of the above mentioned construction shall allow us to set up closed
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formulas for domains with hexagonal symmetry. This is part of our current research which will
find direct applications in the study of the flow of liquid crystals in micro-chips, in particular, in
the simulation of the flow of crystals in microscopic regular trapezium channels, see also [1].
The aim of this talk is to give a basic idea how the above proposed method works and to
present an overview on the results in the previous years and some recent developments in this
direction. In an other paper [11] to be presented in the Special Session Function Theory at
IKM 2006 we go deeper into the technical details. In particular, the concrete application of the
quaternionic reflection principle in the context of strip domains and 3D triangular channels will
be discussed and the particular structure of the solutions will be analyzed.
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